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Abstract

Trailing of bindings in the PARMA variable representation is expensive in time and space. We present

two schemes that lower its cost: the first is a technique that halves the space cost of trailing in PARMA.

It can be used with both conditional and unconditional trailing. It is illustrated and evaluated in the

context of dProlog and in the Mercury backend of HAL. The second scheme combines a variant of a

previously developed trailing analysis with the first technique. Empirical evidence shows the usefulness

of these schemes and that the combination is more effective than each scheme apart.

1 Introduction

We will assume working knowledge of Prolog and its implementation without further explanation. For a
good introduction to Prolog see [15]; to the WAM see [1, 22].

In the WAM a free non-aliased variable is represented as a cell containing a self-reference. When two
free variables are unified the younger cell cell is made to point to the older cell. A series of unifications of
free variables can result in a linear chain of references of which the last one is a self-reference or, in case the
variable is instantiated, a bound term. This implies that testing whether a (source level) variable is free or
bound, requires dereferencing. Such dereferencing is necessary during each unification and thus performed
quite often. In his PARMA-system [19] Taylor introduced a different variable representation scheme that
does not suffer from this massive dereferencing need. When in the PARMA scheme two free non-aliased
variables are unified, the two involved cells are made to point to each other, creating a circular chain of
length two. Further unifications with free variables make this circular chain larger and every variable (in the
local stack or an argument register) points to a cell in such a chain. When the variable is bound, each cell
in the PARMA chain is replaced by the value to which it is bound. No dereferencing is required to verify
whether a cell is bound, because the tag in a cell immediately identifies a cell as being bound or not. A good
account of the advantages and disadvantages of the PARMA binding scheme can be found in [9].

Although the PARMA scheme avoids dereferencing in boundness checks, this improvement over the WAM
scheme has its price. When during a unification a cell is assigned a value, trailing is used in order to be
able to reconstruct the state of the abstract machine before the unification took place. In the case of the
WAM, at most one cell needs trailing, regardless of the length of the linear chain. On the other hand, in
the PARMA scheme, every cell in the circular chain potentially needs trailing. As a result, the trail stack
usage is expected to be much higher in the PARMA scheme than in the WAM. Demoen and Nguyen [6] have
indeed observed in the dProlog system maximal trail sizes for the PARMA scheme that are on average twice
as large as with the WAM scheme. Even in the WAM it pays off to avoid trailing whenever possible and a
fortiori this holds in the PARMA scheme.

The PARMA scheme is used in HAL: HAL [5, 4] is a constraint logic language designed to support
the construction, extension and use of constraint solvers. HAL requires type declarations and has optional
mode and determinism declarations. It is compiled to Mercury [16] so as to leverage from its sophisticated
compilation techniques. However, unlike Mercury, HAL includes a Herbrand constraint solver which provides
full unification. This solver uses Taylor’s PARMA scheme rather than the standard WAM representation.
This is because, unlike the WAM, the PARMA representation for ground terms is the same as that of
Mercury in a very important aspect: no reference chains exist. Thus, calls to the Herbrand constraint solver
can be replaced by calls to Mercury’s efficient routines whenever ground terms are being manipulated.
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We will present two means to counter the trailing penalty of the PARMA scheme. The first is an improved
PARMA trailing scheme, implemented both in dProlog and the HAL-Mercury system: it considerably reduces
the required trail stack size. It is presented in Section 2. On top of this improved trailing scheme for HAL-
Mercury we have implemented an analysis that detects what trailings can be avoided. This analysis is similar
to the one we have previously implemented for the classic PARMA trailing scheme [13], but also differs from
it in an important aspect. Section 3 explains the analysis which attempts to avoid trailing in the improved
scheme. Results of both the improved scheme and the improved scheme in combination with the analysis
are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 discusses related and future work.

2 Improving the Trailing Scheme

2.1 The classic PARMA Scheme: Value trailing

The classic PARMA trailing scheme uses value trailing, described by the following C-like code:

valuetrail(p, tr) {

*(tr++) = *p;

*(tr++) = set_tag(p,VALUE_TRAIL);

}

In this code p is the address of a cell in a PARMA chain, tr points to the top of the trail stack. The above
trailing is unconditional. It is used in the HAL-Mercury system, but also other systems use unconditional
trailing at least during some unifications (see for instance [21]). Untrailing simply consists of reading both
the address and the value and storing the value at the address. Tagging of the last item pushed on the trail
stack is necessary to distinguish between the different kinds of trailing information, as is explained in Section
2.4.

The untrail operation for value trailing is straightforward:

untrail_valuetrail(tr) {

address = untag(*(tr--));

*address = *(tr--);

}

In the WAM, the allocation order is reflected in the addresses and trailing can be made conditional:

cond_valuetrail(p, tr, bh) {

if (p < bh) {

*(tr++) = *p;

*(tr++) = set_tag(p,VALUE_TRAIL);

}

}

Here bh is the position of the top of the heap at the beginning of the most recent choice point. If the cell to
be trailed is younger then no trailing is performed. This happens for instance in dProlog, but [6] shows that
global performance is hardly affected by the choice between conditional or unconditional trailing. We will
next show that the trail stack usage of value trailing can be greatly improved. The discussion distinguished
two case: variable–variable unification and variable–non-variable unification.

2.2 The improved trailing scheme for Variable–variable unification

Variable–variable unification results in the merging of the chains of the two involved variables. This merging
is obtained by swapping the successors of the cells that the two variables point to. This swapping only
changes those two cells, hence they are the only ones that have to be trailed. In the classic scheme the value
trailing of both cells takes up four trail stack slots when trailing is unconditional.
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Undoing such variable–variable unification consists in restoring the old values of the cells separately.
However, there is a more economic inverse operation that undoes the swapping that happened during unific-
ation: simply swapping back. This swapping only requires the addresses of the involved cells and not their
respective old contents. We introduce a new kind of trailing named swap trailing which exploits this and
also the the corresponding untrailing operation. Swap trailing is defined by the following code:

swaptrail(p, q, tr) {

*(tr++) = p;

*(tr++) = set_tag(q,SWAP_TRAIL);

}

Here p and q are the addresses of the two cells. Swap trailing only consumes two slots in the trail stack.
The untrail operation for swap trailing is:

untrail_swaptrail(tr) {

p = untag(*(tr--));

q = *(tr--);

tmp = *p;

*p = *q;

*q = tmp;

}

The above describes the case where both cells are unconditionally trailed. In the conditional value trailing
case, the classic scheme would either consume zero, two or four slots if respectively none, only one or both
variables are older than the most recent choice point. Swap trailing can only be used there to replace
the four slot case. Value trailing is still used for the two slot case. As a result the code for conditional
variable–variable trailing looks like:

cond_varvartrail(p, q, tr, bh) {

if (p < bh) {

if (q < bh) {

swaptrail(p,q,tr);

} else {

valuetrail(p, tr);

}

} else if (q < bh) {

valuetrail(q, tr);

}

}

It is clear that the potential gain in space on the trail comes at a cost in time and that the gain in space is
not guaranteed.

2.3 The improved trailing scheme for Variable–nonvariable unification

Variable-nonvariable unification pulls the entire chain of the variable apart. Every cell in the chain is set to
the nonvariable. As every cell is changed in this way, every cell has to be (conditionally) trailed in order to
be able to reconstruct the chain during backtracking. If the chain consists of n cells, then the unconditional
value trailing consumes 2n slots on the trail stack. Conditional trailing consumes 2k cells if k of the n cells
are older than the most recent choice point.

In the case of unconditional value trailing every address of a cell is stored twice: once as the address of a
cell and once as the contents of the predecessor cell. This means that there is quite some redundancy. The
obvious improvement is to store each address only once. We name this chain trailing. Because the length
of the chain is not known, a marker is needed to indicate to the untrailing operation where chain trailing
ends. The last entry of the chain encountered during untrailing is the first one actually trailed and we use
the CHAIN END tag to mark this entry.
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The last address put on the trail is tagged with CHAIN BEGIN to indicate the kind of trailing. For chains
of length one, the last and first cell coincide. The CHAIN END tag is used to mark this single address.

Chain trailing is defined by the code:

chaintrail(p, tr) {

start = p;

*(tr++) = set_tag(p,CHAIN_END);

p = *p;

only_one = TRUE;

while (p != start) {

only_one = FALSE;

*(tr++) = p;

p = *p;

}

if (!only_one) {

last = tr - 1;

*last =

set_tag(*last,CHAIN_BEGIN);

}

}

The untrail operation for reconstructing the chain is straightforward: it dispatches to the appropri-
ate untrailing action depending on the tag of the first cell encountered during untrailing. In case this is
CHAIN BEGIN, meaning n ≥ 2, the corresponding code is:

untrail_chaintrail(tr) {

head = untag(*(tr--));

previous = head;

current = *(tr--);

while (get_tag(current)

!= CHAIN_END) {

*current = previous;

previous = current;

current = *(tr--);

}

current = untag(current);

*current = previous;

*head = current;

}

In case the first tag encountered is CHAIN END, n = 1 and this code for untrailing is:

untrail_shortchain(tr) {

cell = untag(*(tr--));

*cell = cell;

}

If 2∗k < n, unconditional chain trailing consumes less space than conditional value trailing. But a conditional
variant of chain trailing is also possible:
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cond_chaintrail(p, tr, bh) {

start = p;

first = TRUE;

only_one = TRUE;

do {

if (p < bh)

if (first) {

*(tr++) =

set_tag(p,CHAIN_END);

first = FALSE;

} else {

only_one = FALSE;

*(tr++) = p;

}

p = *p;

} while (p != start)

if (!first && !only_one) {

last = tr - 1;

*last =

set_tag(*last,CHAIN_BEGIN);

}

}

This conditional variant uses only k slots of the stack trail, so it is clearly an improvement over conditional
value trailing whenever k > 0. The untrail operation used is the same as for the unconditional chain
trailing. This looks weird at first: the cond chaintrail has not put all the cells of the chain on the trail. The
cells younger than the most recent choice point are indeed not on the trail. So one can wonder whether
cond chaintrail leaves enough information on the trail in order to reconstruct the chain that existed just
before the binding was made. However, that is not actually required. The objective of trailing is to be able
to reconstruct the bindings that existed at the creation time of a choice point; intermediate states during
untrailing need not be consistent. By considering how k could be smaller than n it becomes quite clear that
the conditional chain trailing together with previous trailings since the most recent choice point makes it
possible to reconstruct the situation at the creation time of that choice point. The n− k cells that are not
trailed in the chain trailing belong to variables younger than the most recent choice point. They must have
been introduced in the chain by means of a variable–variable unification earlier on. When this variable–
variable unification involved an older variable, the cell in the chain pointed to by that value was value trailed.
The inconsistent chain, obtained by untrailing the chain trailing, is brought back to its consistent state at
the beginning of the choice point by untrailing the value trailing.

In fact the more general – and better with respect to stack trail consumption – principle behind this is
that only the old (older than the most recent choice point) cells in the chain pointing to other old cells have
to be trailed. The kind of trailing suitable for this is a special kind of value trailing, where the successive
equal slots on the trail stack are overlapped. The above cond chaintrail only approximates this, as an
implementation would incur an undue time overhead because of the extra runtime tests: we also store the
addresses of old cells neither pointing to or pointed to by old cells.

Example Figure 1 illustrates with a small example how the above specified conditional chain trailing
together with previous trailings safely restores the state of all variables older than the most recent choice
point:

X = Z,

Z = Y,

X = a,

fail
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Suppose that X and Y are older than the most recent choice point, Z is newer and all three are chains of
length 1 as depicted in figure 1(a). The successive forward steps are shown in the figures 1(b), 1(c) and 1(d).
X is value trailed during X = Z, as is Y during Z = Y. The addresses of X and Y are stored on the trail stack
with conditional chain trailing during X = a 1.

The v, cb and ce to the side of the stack trail entries represent the VALUE TRAIL, CHAIN BEGIN and
CHAIN END tags respectively.

The execution fails immediately after X = a, and backtracks to the initial state in three steps. First (see
figure 1(e)) the conditional chain trailing is untrailed, creating a chain of X and Y. Next (see figure 1(f)) the
value trailing of Y is undone and finally (see figure 1(g)) the value trailing of X is reversed too. The final
state corresponds to the initial state, except for Z, which is still bound to a. However as Z did not exist
before the most recent choice point, its contents is irrelevant at that point because it is inaccessible and will
have been reclaimed form the heap anyway when forward execution resumes.

X Y

Z

(a) Initial situation

X Y

Z X
X v

(b) X = Z

X Y

Z X
X
Y
Y

v

v

(c) Z = Y

a

a a
X

Z X
X
Y
YY

Y
X

v

cb
ce
v

(d) X = a

a

X Y

Z X
X
Y
Y

v

v

(e) Untrail X = a

a

X Y

Z X
X v

(f) Untrail Z = Y

a

X Y

Z

(g) Untrail X = Z

Figure 1: Conditional chain trailing example.

2.4 Combining the improvements

In the improved unconditional trailing scheme of HAL-Mercury next to swap and unconditional chain trailing
also function trailing is possible. Function trailing stores a pointer to an untrailing function and to untrailing
data. The untrailing process must be able to distinguish between the different kinds of trailing information
on the trail stack so that the appropriate untrail operation can be called. As said previously a simple tagging
scheme is used to indicate the kind of trailing information. Fortunately there are two tag bits available 2 and
that is just enough to distinguish between the four kinds of trailing information. There is one constraint on
the allocation of the four different tags to the kinds of trailing: the CHAIN END tag should not look the same
as the tag of the intermediate addresses in a chain trail. The general untrail operation then simply looks
like:

untrail(tr,tr_cp) {

while (tr > tr_cp) {

switch (get_tag(*tr)) {

case FUNCTION_TRAIL:

1this looks superfluous, but in the absence of information on what has been trailed before, it is unavoidable.
2because of the alignment
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untrail_functiontrail(tr);

break;

case SWAP_TRAIL:

untrail_swaptrail(tr);

break;

case CHAIN_BEGIN:

untrail_chaintrail(tr);

break;

case CHAIN_END:

untrail_shortchain(tr);

}

}

}

In the improved conditional trailing scheme of dProlog only value, swap and conditional chain trailing
are used. The remarks on the application and allocation of tags is the same as for the unconditional case
and the general conditional untrail operation looks very similar:

cond_untrail(tr,tr_cp) {

while (tr > tr_cp) {

switch (get_tag(*tr)) {

case VALUE_TRAIL:

untrail_valuetrail(tr);

break;

case SWAP_TRAIL:

untrail_swaptrail(tr);

break;

case CHAIN_BEGIN:

untrail_chaintrail(tr);

break;

case CHAIN_END:

untrail_shortchain(tr);

}

}

}

When looking at the value trailings of chains of length one in the example in the previous section (see figure
1), there is an obvious trailing alternative in the conditional system that stores no redundant information:
chain trailing. Indeed if such a variable would be chain trailed instead of value trailed, only one instead
of two slots would be used on the stack. However this would require more runtime tests and we have not
implemented this.

Experimental results for both the conditional and unconditional trailing scheme are presented in Section 4.

3 Trailing Analysis

The object of a trailing analysis is to find unifications in a program that do not require any trailing of one or
more involved variables. This analysis information then can be used to replace those particular unifications
with more efficient variants so that both timing results and trail stack usage improve.

The trailing analysis heavily depends on the details of the trailing scheme. In [13] we have presented
a trailing analysis for the classic PARMA trailing scheme. In comparison to that scheme it will become
clear that because of its stack trail economy the improved trailing scheme gives rise to less opportunities for
trailing elimination for further stack trail savings.
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3.1 Unnecessary trailing in the improved trailing scheme

The need for trailing arises from choice points and backtracking. Once a certain path in a program has
been fully explored backtracking brings the execution back to the most recent choice point to continue along
another path. During backtracking information on the trail stack is used to reconstruct the state of the
program, its variables, to what it was at the time of the choice point.

Only at choice points the state should be reconstructable. Value trailing, the only kind of trailing of the
classic scheme, however is a much more powerful means of trailing, as it allows for the reconstruction of a
cell to its state at the time of trailing. If a cell is value trailed several times after a choice point (before
any later choice point), then only the earliest of those trailings is needed. Further value trailings in addition
allow for reconstruction of a cell at an intermediate point. As those intermediate states are useless3, it is
evident that a trailing analysis for the classic scheme has a lot of opportunity to detect spurious trailings of
this kind.

If we consider the improved scheme it becomes clear that swap trailing, as opposed to value and chain
trailing, is an incremental kind of trailing, relying on future trailings for proper untrailing of cells. During
the untrailing process all later chain and swap trailings have to be undone before the swap trailing can be
untrailed correctly. Essentially this is because the content of the cells is not stored during the trailing but
only the incremental change. So there is no opportunity here to avoid any future trailings after the first one
between two choice points.

Counterexample Consider this small counterexample (see figure 2) where we wrongly assume that a
variable needs not be trailed a second time between two choice points:

X = Y,

Z = W,

X = Z,

fail

Initially, all variables are represented as chains of length one as depicted in figure 2(a). All variables are
older than the most recent choice point. In the first two steps the four variables are aliased and swap trailed
pairwise, creating two chains of lenght two (see figure 2(b)). The s’s represent SWAP TRAIL tags. Next X

and Z are aliased, creating one large chain (see figure 2(c)). During this step X and Z are not (swap) trailed
since they have been swap trailed before since the most recent choice point - and because of the wrong
assumption. Finally the execution fails and untrailing tries to restore the situation at the most recent choice
point. However figure 2(d) shows that the omission of the last swap trailing as untrailing fails to restore the
correct situation.

X Y

Z W

(a) Initial situation

X Y

Z W X
Y
Z
W

s

s

(b) X = Y, Z = W

X Y

Z W X
Y
Z
W

s

s

(c) X = Z

X Y

Z W

(d) Untrail

Figure 2: Example of incremental behavior of swap trailing: it does not obliterate the need for further
trailing of the same cells.

This is the big difference with the analysis for the classic trailing scheme: a cell involved in swap trailing
still needs trailing later in the same segment of the execution.

3This is assuming that the semantics of function trailing are such that they do not rely on the intermediate state of any
Herbrand variables during untrailing.
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Still there remains one opportunity to avoid trailing, common to all trailing schemes. The improved
conditional scheme already detects this case at runtime: when a cell is more recent than the last choice point
it is not going to be there after backtracking so it does not need to be trailed.

For non-heap order preserving systems however there is no easy runtime test to avoid this trailing.
Fortunately this is where the trailing analysis can play its role: find the unifications of variables that have
been initialized after the most recent choice point.

3.2 The analysis domain

The instantiation information obtained by HAL’s mode analysis is available at each program point p as a
table assigning to each variable in scope its instantiation. All HAL instantiations have an associated state
wich can be either new, ground or old. Instantiations with state new correspond to variables with no internal
representation. Instantiations with state ground correspond to variables wich are known to be bound to
ground terms. In any other case the instantiations have state old, corresponding to variables which might
not be bound but do have a representation (a chain of length one or more) or bound to a term not known
to be ground. Variables assigned to instantiation with state new, ground or old will be called new, ground
or old variables, respectively. Note that once a new variable becomes old or ground, it can never become
new again. And once a variable is known to be ground, it can safely remain ground. Thus, the three states
can be considered mutually exclusive. Let V arp denote the set of all program variables in scope at p. A
lookup in the instantiation table will be represented by the function instp : V arp → {new, ground, old}.
This function allows us to partition V arp into three disjoint sets: Newp, Groundp and Oldp containing the
set of new, ground and old variables, respectively.

Similarly to [13] the descriptions – the elements of the trailing domain Ltrail – are partitions of only
the old variables, those that could be represented by a PARMA chain or by structures containing PARMA
chains. The variables are partitioned in only two groups here however: those that have to be trailed and
those that don’t. It is sufficient to only keep track of those variables that don’t have to be trailed. We will
call this property of an old variable, whether it has to be trailed or not, the trailing state of that variable
in a particular description. The behaviour of the variables that don’t have to be trailed is similar to that
of the deep trailed variables in [13]. There are no shallow trailed variables in the current analysis, because
swap trailing (which does apply to shallow trailed variables) does not obliterate the need for trailing of cells,
as shown in Figure 2.

We will use lp to denote an element of Ltrail at a particular program point p and Oldp for the set of
old variables in scope at that program point.

Bound variables Bound variables are by a structure that potentially contains more than one chains. To
simplify things the trailing state of all those states is compacted into one single trailing state for the bound
variable. Thereby for safety all chains have to be represented by the worst trailing state of any of the chains.

Consistency A description is consistent if there is no sharing between variables that do not have to be
trailed and variables that have to be trailed. Sharing of variables implies that they could have one or more
chains in common. As trailing does not apply to variables but to chains and cells, the trailing decision for a
cell or chain has to be independent of the variable through which it is accessed. This is obtained by ensuring
that all variables that share have the same trailing state.

We will use the information provided at each program point p by HAL’s sharing analysis to define the
function sharep : Oldp → P(Oldp), which assigns to each variable in Oldp a set of variables in Oldp that
possibly share with it. This information will be used to define the following function which makes trailing
information consistent with its associated sharing information:

consistp(lp) = {X ∈ lp|sharep(X) ⊆ lp}

Lattice Define the partial ordering on Ltrail as ⊇. Descriptions should be compared at the same program
point only so that mode and sharing information are the same. Clearly 〈Ltrail,⊇〉 is a complete lattice
with top description > = ∅ and bottom description ⊥ = Old.
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3.3 Analysing HAL body constructs

This section defines the operations required by HAL’s analysis framework [11] to analyse the different body
constructs.

Variable-variable unification: X = Y .

There are several cases to consider:

• If either of the variables is ground, the other one will also be ground after unification. Neither will
appear in the post-description.

• If one of the variables is new, then it will simply be a assigned a copy of the tagged pointer of the
other variable. In the post-description its trailing state then should be the same as that of the other
variable..

• If both variables need no trailing, then unification does not change this. As the merging of chains in
the process does not introduce any cells that need to be trailed.

• If one variable, say X, need no trailing and the other, Y , does, then after unification both need trailing.
If the chains of both variables are merged then the chain of X will contain all the cells of Y ’s chain.
Those had to be trailed. So now X has to be trailed to ensure that the cells of Y are trailed.

Formally, let l1 be the pre-description and gp be the set of ground variables at program point p. Its
post-description l2 can be obtained as:

l2 = case inst(X) of
new → same(X,Y, l1)
old → case inst(Y ) of

new → same(Y,X, l1)
old → min(X,Y, l1)

ground → remove ground(l1, g2)
ground → remove ground(l1, g2)

with the following definitions:

remove ground(li, vi) = li \ vi

same(X,Y, li) =

{

li ∪ {X} , Y ∈ li
li , otherwise

min(X,Y, li) =

{

li , {X,Y } ⊆ li
consist2(li \ {X,Y }) , otherwise

Variable–term unification: Y = f(X1, . . . , Xn). There are two cases to consider: If Y is new then the
unification simply constructs the term in Y . Otherwise, the term is constructed in a fresh new variable Y ′

and the unification Y ′ = Y is executed next. Since unifications of the form Y ′ = Y have been discussed
above, here we only focus on the construction into a new variable.

After the unification all involved variables will share with each other. Thus, since variables that do not
have to be trailed can only share with other such variables, all involved variables should be removed in the
post-description, if at least one of them was not in the pre-description.

Formally, let l1 be the pre-description of the unification and x be the set of variables {X1, . . . , Xn}. Its
post-description l2 can be obtained as:

l2 =

{

l1 ∪ {Y } , x ⊆ l1
consist2(l1 \ x) , otherwise
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Predicate call: p(X1, . . . , Xn).

Let l1 be the pre-description of the predicate call and x the set of variables {X1, . . . , Xn}. The first step
will be to project l1 onto x resulting in description lproj . Note that onto-projection is trivially defined as:

onto proj(l, v) = l ∩ v

The second step consists in extending lproj onto the set of variables local to the predicate call. Since
these variables are known to be new (and thus they do not appear in Old1), the extension operation in our
domain is trivially defined as the identity. Thus, from now on we will simply disregard the extension steps
required by HAL’s analysis framework.

The next step depends on whether the predicate is defined by the current module or by another (imported)
module. Let us assume the predicate is defined by the current module and let lanswer be the answer
description resulting from analysing the predicate’s definition for calling description lproj . In order to obtain
the post-description, we will make use of the information provided by HAL’s determinism analysis, i.e.,
information regarding the minimal-maximal amount of solutions for each predicate. Like Mercury, HAL has
six main kinds of determinism: semidet (0-1), det (1-1), multi (1-∞), nondet (0-∞), erroneous (1,0),
failure (0-0). The determinism information is available as a table assigning to each predicate (procedure
to be more precise) its inferred determinism. Thus, the post-description l2 can be derived by combining the
lanswer and l1, using the determinism of the predicate call as follows:

• If the determinism is multi or nondet, then l2 is equal to lresult except for the fact that we have to
apply the consist function in order to take into account the changes in sharing. This means that all
variables that are not arguments of the call, should be trailed.

• Otherwise, l2 is the result of combining lanswer and l1: the trailing state of variables in x is taken from
lanswer, while that of other variables is taken from l1. The consist function has to be applied as well
to take sharing between argument and non-arguments into account.

Formalised, the combination4 function is defined as:

l2 = comb(l1, lanswer)

=

{

consist2(lanswer) , multi or nondet

consist2((l1 \ x) ∪ lanswer) , otherwise

Now, if the predicate is defined in an imported module, we will use the analysis registry created by
HAL for every exported predicate: a table containing all call-answer description pairs encountered during
analysis. Thus, we do a simple look up in this table and check if the predicate has a call-answer pair with a
call description equal to lproj . If there is no such description, then we will choose the smallest call-description
that is less precise than lproj . Since the table always includes a pair with the most general description (>)
as calling description, this selection process always finds an appropriate variant. Finally, we combine the
answer description lanswer of this call-answer pair with l1 in the same way as for the intramodule call. HAL
built-ins are treated in a similar way: a table is available containing the call-answer pairs for every built-in
predicate.

Disjunction: (G1;G2; . . . ;Gn).

Disjunction is the reason why trailing becomes necessary. As mentioned before, trailing might be needed
for all variables which were already old before the disjunction. Thus, let l0 be the pre-description of the
entire disjunction. Then, > will be the pre-description of each Gi except for Gn whose pre-description is
simply l0 (since the disjunction implies no backtracking over the last branch).

4Note that the combination is not the meet of the two descriptions. It is the “specialised combination” introduced in [2]
which assumes that lanswer contains the most accurate information about the variables in x, the role of the combination being
just to propagate this information to the rest of variables in the clause.
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Let li = (si, dpi), 1 ≤ i ≤ n be the post-description of goal Gi. We will assume that the set vi of variables
local to each Gi has already been projected out from li. The end result ln+1 of the disjunction is the least
upper bound (lub) of all branches, which is defined as:

l1 t . . . t ln = consistn+1(remove ground(l, gn+1))

where
l = l′1 ∩ . . . ∩ l′n
l′i = li ∪ g′

i

If-then-else: I → T ;E . Although the if-then-else construct could be treated as (I, T ;E) this would be
less accurate than needed since the determinism of I can be used to improve the accuracy. There are three
cases to distinguish:

• I has at least one solution, i.e., the determinism is either det or multi5. This means that the E

branch will never be executed. This case is thus equivalent to goal (I, T ). The actual code transform-
ation to (I, T ) is not done in the HAL compiler, but in the Mercury compiler.

• I has no solution, but simply fails, i.e., the determinism is failure. Hence T will never be
executed and this case is thus equivalent to goal E.

• Otherwise. The determinism is semidet or nondet and both branches might be executed. We still
do not have to treat the if-then-else as a disjunction because we know that if one branch is executed,
the other will not. Hence there is no explicit backtracking because of the if-then-else.

Let l1 be the pre-description to the if-then-else. Then l1 will also be the pre-description to both I and
E. Let lI be the post-description obtained for I. Then lI will also be the pre-description of T . Finally,
let lT and lE be the post-descriptions obtained for T and E, respectively. Then, the post-description
for the if-then-else can be obtained as the lub lT t lE .

Note that this operation assumes a Mercury-like semantics of the if-then-else: No variable that exists
before the if-then-else should be bound or aliased in such a way that trailing is required for backtracking
if the condition fails. This is not a harsh restriction, since it is ensured whenever the if-condition is used
in a logical way, i.e., it simply inspects existing variables and does not change any non-local variable.

Higher-order term construction: Y = p(X1, . . . , Xn). This involves the creation of a partially evalu-
ated predicate, i.e., we are assuming there is a predicate with name p and arity equal or higher than n for
which the higher-order construct Y is being created. In HAL, Y is required to be new. Also, it is often too
difficult or even impossible to know whether Y will be called or not and, if so, at which program point. Thus,
HAL follows a conservative approach while performing mode analysis and requires that the instantiation of
the “captured” arguments (i.e., X1, . . . , Xn) remain unchanged after executing the predicate.

The above requirements allow us to follow a simple (although conservative) approach: Only after a call to
Y will the trailing state of the captured variables be affected. If the predicate has many solutions (multi or
nondet) and thus may involve backtracking, then the involved variables will be treated safely in the analysis
at the call location if they are still statically live there.

If the predicate does not involve backtracking, then trailing information might not be inferred correctly
at the call location if the call contains any unifications. This is because the captured variables are generally
not known at the call location. To keep the trailing information safe any potential unifications have to be
accounted for in the higher-order unification. Thus to be safe all captured variables have to be removed from
the description.

Formally, if l1 is the pre-description and x = {X1, . . . , Xn}, then the post-description l2 is:

l2 = consist2(l1 \ x)

5Actually, erroneous can also be treated like this.
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Higher-order call: call(P,X1, . . . , Xn). The exact impact of a higher-order call is impossible to determine
in general. Fortunately, even if the exact predicate associated to variable P is unknown, the HAL compiler
still knows its determinism. This can help us improve accuracy. If the determinism is multi or nondet, then
all variables have to be trailed.

For any other determinism, all additional arguments X1, . . . , Xn should be trailed afterwards, as they
might have been involved in unifications. Also consist has to be called to bring any sharing with other
variables into account.

Formally the the post-description l2 is computed from the pre-description l1 as follows:

l2 = consist2(l1 \ {X1, . . . , Xn})

3.4 Optimisation based on the analysis

The pre-description of every unification is used to improve it:

• In variable–nonvariable unifications a variant of the unification without chain trailing can be used if
the variable is in the pre-description.

• In variable–variable unifications a variant without swap trailing can be used if both involved variables
are in the pre-description.

• In term construction no swap trailing is required when a variable is put in a structure if the variable
is in the pre-description.

For some variables it cannot be statically determined whether they are free or bound. So HAL has a
general unification predicate for each Herbrand type that perform boundness tests to find out at runtime
whether to call a variable–variable, variable–nonvariable or nonvariable–nonvariable unification. The optim-
isation of these general kinds of unification with a trailing analysis pre-description consists of replacing the
calls to the appropriate unifications with optimised ones, if appropriate. This means e.g. that for a general
unification X = Y where only X appears in the pre-description only the call to the variable–nonvariable
unification, where X is the variable, can be replaced by an optimised one. If at runtime this case never
occurs, then nothing has been gained by this optimisation.

4 Results

4.1 Improved trailing scheme in dProlog

Here we present the experimental results of the improved conditional PARMA trailing scheme in dProlog for
several benchmarks. Table 1 shows the timing and maximal trail use for each benchmark. The measurements
were made on a Pentium 166 MHz 96MB. Time is given in 1/100s and applies to the number of runs given
in brackets. The maximal trail size is given in trail stack slots (words).

The time difference between the classic and the improved scheme is negligible. The improved scheme is
at most 7% slower, for the send benchmark, but on average it is only .6% slower. The price for the lower
trail usage is an increase in instructions executed and that is why there is no net speedup.

The differences in maximal trail use however are substantial. While swap trail and chain trail halve the
trail stack consumption, value trailing is still used for some cases of variable–variable trailing. Yet experi-
mental results show that that kind of variable–variable trailing occurs not very often in most benchmarks,
as the maximal trail stack is effectively halved in eleven benchmarks and on average the maximal trail use
is 51.7% of the classical scheme.

4.2 Improved trailing scheme in HAL-Mercury

The improved unconditional PARMA trailing scheme has also been implemented in the HAL-Mercury system.
Aside from the discussed trailings for unification this system also requires trailing when a term is constructed
with an old variable as an argument. In this term construction the argument cell in the term structure is
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Benchmark Time Maximal trail
cparma iparma cparma iparma

boyer(1) 166 166 115,366 57,683
browse(1) 175 174 2,326 1,163
cal(10) 104 105 112 56
chat(5) 78 77 932 498
crypt(200) 79 79 118 59
ham(2) 95 97 196 98
meta qsort(125) 93 90 3,238 1,894
nrev(5000) 107 109 112 56
poly 10(10) 55 55 13,470 6,735
queens 16(2) 116 117 176 88
queens(10) 174 176 170 85
reducer(20) 33 33 4,850 2,555
sdda(1200) 64 66 326 201
send(10) 71 76 122 61
tak(10) 158 153 95,522 47,761
zebra(30) 140 140 406 205

relative average 100% 100.6% 100% 51.7%

comp(1) 1,276 1,280 644,170 337,856

Table 1: Timing and maximal trail for the classic (cparma) and improved (iparma) conditional PARMA
trailing scheme for dProlog

inserted in the variable chain. This modifies one cell in the old variable chain. In the classic scheme this cell
is trailed with value trailing. To avoid value trailing altogether this has been replaced with swap trailing in
the improved trailing scheme.

Table 2 presents the timing and maximal trail for a series of benchmarks for both the classic and improved
trailing scheme. Timing results where obtained on an Intel Pentium 4 1.50 GHz 256 MB.

Benchmark Time Maximal trail
cparma iparma cparma iparma

icomp 1.030 1.028 744 444
hanoi difflist 1.001 .898 24,560 16,372
qsort difflist 1.024 .969 1,208 804
serialize 1.065 1.034 1,696 1,048
warplan 1.587 1.624 1,816 1,256
zebra 1.030 1.121 1,064 532

Table 2: Timing and maximal trail for the classic (cparma) and improved (iparma) unconditional PARMA
trailing scheme for HAL-Mercury.

For four out of six benchmarks the timing results favour the improved trailing scheme, while in two
benchmarks the classic scheme is faster. The differences are a few percentages though, with a maximum
difference of about 10% for the hanoi benchmark. Much more important are the effects of the improved
trailing scheme on the maximal trail size. The maximal trail is at least 30% and up to 50% smaller for
the improved scheme than for the classic scheme, but as in the dProlog case, the overhead of the extra
instructions executed is sometimes larger than the gain.
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4.3 Improved trailing scheme combined with trailing analysis in HAL-Mercury

The trailing analysis presented in Section 3 was implemented in the HAL analysis framework in order to
detect unnecessary trailings for the improved trailing scheme. Table 3 presents the timing and maximal trail
for the benchmarks under the improved scheme combined with analysis and compares the results with the
same scheme without analysis.

Benchmark Time Maximal trail
iparma iaparma iparma iaparma

icomp 1.028 .959 444 404
hanoi difflist .898 .734 16,372 0
qsort difflist .969 .765 804 0
serialize 1.034 1.034 1,048 1,048
warplan 1.624 1.624 1,256 1,256
zebra 1.121 1.095 532 476

Table 3: Timing and maximal trail for the improved unconditional PARMA scheme with (iaparma) and
without (iparma) trailing analysis.

For the serialize and warplan benchmarks the analysis was not able to reduce the number of actual
trailing operations. For the other four benchmarks the combination of the improved scheme with analysis
yields better results, both for time and maximal trail. For the hanoi and qsort benchmarks there is a drastic
improvement: all trailings have been avoided, with a distinctive time improvement of about 20%. For the
other two benchmarks, icomp and zebra, there is a maximal trail improvement of about 10% together with
a slightly reduced time, 7% and 3% better respectively. Overall the combination of the improved scheme
with the trailing analysis never makes the results worse. Since it drastically improves some benchmarks and
shows a modest improvement of others, it is fair to conclude that the combination is superior to the improved
system without analysis.

4.4 Comparison of the classic and improved scheme with respective trailing

analyses

[13] proposes a trailing analysis on top of the classic PARMA trailing scheme. Table 4 compares the current
work with the results obtained in [13].

Benchmark Time Maximal trail
caparma iaparma caparma iaparma

icomp .991 .959 608 404
hanoi difflist .739 .734 0 0
qsort difflist .803 .765 0 0
serialize .999 1.034 1,296 1,048
warplan 1.580 1.624 1,816 1,256
zebra 1.000 1.095 952 476

Table 4: Timing and maximal trail for the classic (caparma) and improved (iaparma) unconditional PARMA
trailing scheme for HAL-Mercury, both with trailing analysis.

The timing differences between the two systems with analysis show a similar pattern as those without
analysis: for some benchmarks the improved systems is better because more trailings were avoided, for others
it is worse because of additional instruction overhead.

The maximal stack trail of the improved system with analysis is smaller for four benchmarks: from 20%
to 50%. For the hanoi and qsort benchmarks the maximal stack trail obtained is the same: all trailings are
avoided. The remarkable time difference for the qsort benchmark then is not due to a different number of
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trailings but must be caused by differences in the branches of the general unification predicates (see Section
3.4) that are not actually executed.

The experimental results show that the notrail analysis for the improved trailing scheme is slightly weaker
than that for the classic scheme: both in time and maximal trail are the improvements in the classic scheme
slightly better, relatively speaking. This is of course because the classic trailing scheme has more redundancy
that can be improved by an analysis.

5 Future and related work

The improvement to the classic PARMA trailing scheme is new as far as we know.
A somewhat similar analysis for detecting variables that do not have to be trailed is presented by Debray

in [3] together with corresponding optimisations. Debray’s analysis however is for the WAM variable rep-
resentation and in a traditional Prolog setting, i.e., without type, mode and determinism declarations. Also
in [21] trailing is avoided, but only for variables that are new in our terminology and again, the setting is
basically the WAM representation.

Taylor too keeps track of a trailing state of variables in the global analysis of his PARMA system with
the classic PARMA trailing scheme (see [18, 17]). As opposed to the analysis we have presented in [13] for
HAL, Taylor’s analysis is less precise and more similar to the analysis we have presented here: the trailing
state of a variable can only be that is has to be trailed or not. In [13] there is an intermediate trailing state,
shallow trailed, meaning that the associated cell of a variable, the one directly pointed too, does not have
to be trailed.

There exists also a runtime technique for preventing the multiple value trailing between two choice points:
see for instance [12]. However, this technique only works in the WAM scheme, because it introduces linear
reference chains that PARMA does not allow.

Finally, [14] and [20] also discuss the reconstruction of a state on backtracking by copying and recomputing
techniques respectively. The context of those works is quite different, but the latter technique is naturally
related to a hybrid technique mentioned later in this section.

There is little room left for optimisation of the trailing analysis for the improved unconditional trailing
scheme. Of course the analysis itself can be improved by adopting a more refined representation for bound
variables. Now all PARMA chains in the structure of a bound variable are represented by the same trailing
state. Bound variables could of be represented more accurately, by requiring the domain to keep track of
the different chains contained in the structures to which the program variables are bound, their individual
trailing state and how these are affected by the different program constructs. Known techniques (see for
instance [8, 7, 10]) based on type information could be used to keep track of the constructor that a variable
is bound to and the trailing state of the different arguments, thereby making this approach possible. This
applies equally to the analysis of the classical scheme.

Additionally it would be interesting to see how much extra gain analysis can add to the improved
conditional trailing scheme as implemented in dProlog or in a HAL compilation scheme to Mercury grade
that supports conditional trailing. Such analysis would certainly not improve the maximal trail, but it would
remove the overhead of the runtime test. This will most likely also result in a small speed-up.

Though experimental results show that the improved scheme with analysis is better than the classic
scheme with analysis, this need not be true for all programs. Recall that between two choice points all value
trailings of a cell but the first can be eliminated in the classic scheme, while no swap trailings could be
eliminated in the improved scheme. A hybrid scheme with an analysis that decides on a single unification
basis if either swap trailing or value trailing is better at minimising the amount of trailing and the cost of
untrailing. This analysis would require a more global view of all the trailings in between two choice points.
Moreover some trailings could be common to different pairs of choice points and optimality would depend
on where execution spends most of its time.

Also the untrailing operation can be improved: when analysis is able to determine for instance that the
only trailing that happened was a swap trailing, no tags need to be set and tested.
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